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In this work, the application of the X-ray multiple diffraction technique using synchrotron
radiation at Laboratório Nacional de Luz Síncrotron (LNLS) to study KDP phase transition induced
by electric field is discussed. A Huber three-axis (ω, φ, 2θ) diffractometer mounted on a table which
rotates around the incident beam allows to measure Renninger scans (RS) at the XRD station of
LNLS using the adequate polarization for the experiments. Prior results indicated (080) as the best
choice for the KDP primary reflection and the (440)(4 40) four-beam case for the secondary. Two
Bragg-surface diffraction (BSD) reflections, where the secondary beam is propagated parallel to the
sample surface, are involved in this multiple diffraction case. A RS interval of 3.3° around φ= 0°
position was measured while the electric field was increased up to 6 kV/cm. At this value, a phase
transition was observed and the secondary peaks became narrower and changed their RS position
indicating possible occurrence of a metastable ferroelectric phase.
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1. Introduction
Among several ferroelectric materials which contain hy-

drogen bonds, potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) is
probably the most investigated. At a temperature of122 K, the
KDP (KH2PO4) crystals undergo a ferroelectric phase transi-
tion, where occurs the lowering of the crystal symmetry from
the tetragonal I42d phase to the orthorhombic Fdd2 phase. As
a result the crystal lattice becomes polarized along the c-axis.
Several works reporting the stability of both phases as a
function of the hydrostatic pressure and low-intensity DC
electric fields were published1-4. It presents ferroelectric prop-
erties above T = 123 K in a tetragonal symmetry with 4
formulas of KH2PO4 per unit cell (spatial group I42d) with
lattice parameters: a = b = 7.453 Å and c = 6.974 Å. Below
this transition temperature, the crystal presents an orthorrom-
bic symmetry with 8 formulas of KH2PO4 per unit cell, in a

spatial group Fdd2 with lattice parameters: a = 10.530 Å,
b = 10.44 Å and c = 6.90 Å.

Recently5, X-ray diffraction has been used to study
electric field induced structural changes in deuterated KDP
and the authors claim to have obtained a very good agree-
ment when comparing their results with the temperature
induced changes reported in the literature.

The X-ray multiple diffraction technique can, in princi-
ple, provide three-dimensional information on the analyzed
lattice and also, enough sensitivity to detect subtle changes
in lattice geometry of single crystals when submitted to
external stimuli, such as an applied electric field. The
technique was used as a new probe to study the effect of an
external electric field in the case of two organic crystals
which allowed the determination of the piezoelectric coef-
ficients6,7.
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Multiple diffraction arises when an incident beam si-
multaneously satisfies the Bragg law for more than one set
of lattice planes within a crystal. A set of planes called
primary (hp, kp, λp), usually parallel to the sample surface,
is aligned to diffract the incident beam. The sample is then
rotated (φ-axis) around the primary reciprocal lattice vector
and several secondary planes (hs, ks, λs) with arbitrary
orientation also diffract. The coupling reflection (hp-hs,
kp-ks, λp-λs) is responsible to establish the intensity inter-
action among the primary and the secondary reflections.
The record of the Iprimary vs.φis called Renninger scan (RS)8

and it shows peaks (Umweganregung) when the relative
strengths of the reflections participating in a multiple dif-
fraction process interfere constructively or dips (Aufhel-
lung) in the converse case. Extremely asymmetric cases of
the multiple diffraction phenomenon called Bragg surface
diffraction (BSD)9 appear when the secondary beam is
propagated parallel to the sample surface and are very
useful to study crystallographic perfection at the surface/in-
terface sample10.

The symmetry plays an important role in the multiple
diffraction phenomenon and the Renninger scan shows
symmetry mirrors11 established by the primary vector sym-
metry and also by the symmetry of the reciprocal lattice
points when they enter and leave the Ewald sphere. This
makes the RS very sensitive to small changes in the crys-
talline lattice since it should promote symmetry changes.
Normally, it is easier to work with weak (or forbidden by
the space group) primary reflections since this enhances the
peak/background ratio in the RS. Therefore, it facilitates
the sample alignment, the exact determination of the peak
position and the maximum intensity. Unfortunately, this is
not possible for all multiple diffraction applications.

The multiple diffraction technique becomes more pow-
erful when uses the unique advantages of the synchrotron
radiation as the linear polarization and high intensity. Then,
the objective of this work is to show that by adding a Huber
three-axis diffractometer in the geometry of the XRD sta-
tion, high resolution conditions can be obtained for multiple
diffraction experiments with enough sensitivity to study
KDP phase transition induced by external electric field.

2. Experimental

The samples used in X-ray MD experiment using syn-
chrotron radiation were cut from good optical quality and
good crystalline perfection grown by slow temperature
technique in parallelepipeds of dimensions of 5 mm x 7 mm
x 2 mm and oriented by X-ray diffraction. The good quality
of the crystal was determined by performing X-ray syn-
chrotron radiation rocking curve for 080 reflection where
the FWHM is about 5.7 seconds of arc as shown in Fig. 1.
For X-ray diffraction experiment, we cut from the same
block a crystal with dimensions of 0.87 mm x 3 mm x 5 mm.

Renninger scans were carried out at LNLS using
λ = 1.3394 Å in a geometry which consists of two-channel
cut Si(111) crystals as monochromator. A Huber three-axis
diffractometer was fixed on a table which provides rotation
(χ axis) around the primary beam direction from 0 to 90°,
allowing polarization measurements. This ω:φ diffrac-
tometer mounted at the XRD station of the LNLS also
provides high resolution Renninger scans with step sizes of
0.0002° and 0.0005° in ω and φ axes, respectively. It was
built to allow the study of single crystals by X-ray diffrac-
tion through conventional techniques of rocking curves (ω)
and reciprocal space mapping (ω/2θ scan), together with
those non-conventional techniques like Renninger scans (φ
scan) and BSD mapping (ω:φscan). High resolution rotat-
ing elements (ω, φ and 2θ) were assembled to permit the
use of the goniometer in both vertical and horizontal direc-
tions. Then, diffraction experiments using the LNLS syn-
chrotron radiation at XRD station can be performed taking
advantage of the possibility of varying the linear polariza-
tion from 0° (σ polarization) up to 90° (πpolarization) with
respect to the diffractometer incidence plane. In KDP meas-
urements, we have used the above-mentioned method to
obtain just umweganregung peaks in the RS by changing
the primary linear polarization12,13. The (080) primary in-
tensity was monitored while the polarization was changed
to the position of the primary minimum value (0°) and the
result is shown in Fig. 2. For multiple diffraction, this
enhances the secondary peak intensity, particularly the
strong BSD ones, to provide easy sample alignment and RS
with good resolution.

The electric field was generated by a variable voltage,
low current dc power supply and applied to the samples via
wires running from the power supply to small bolts attached
to the metal tabs of the sample holder. Pieces of a conduc-
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Figure 1. Rocking curve obtained at XRD station of the LNLS. The
experimental points are presented with the gaussian fitting just to provide
a better visualization.



tive sponge kindly supplied by SGL Carbon Meitingen
were positioned between the tabs and sample to improve
the electrical contact. The sample holder itself was made of
an insulating material so the electric field applied parallel
to the dipolar b axis, passed only through the sample.

3. Results and Discussion

In order to investigate KDP structural changes induced
by an external electric field E exploratory measurements
using a normal powder diffractometer were performed. A
Rigaku diffractometer with Mo as X-ray source was used
to carried out theta-2theta measurements for (220) and
(440) reflections under electric field applied to [001] direc-
tion up to 12 kV/cm. Figure 3 shows the results for the
integrated intensity vs. electric field. One can clearly ob-
serve abrupt changes in intensity around 6kV/cm possibly
due to phase transition. The good penetration of the X-ray
beam allows to get diffraction from deeper planes therefore,
avoiding the non-uniformity of electric field on surface.
This preliminary result was important to support our idea
of using the high resolution synchrotron radiation X-ray
multiple diffraction.

Figure 4 shows the Renninger scan portion around the
φ= 0° symmetry mirror for the primary reflection (080) of
KDP obtained in the LNLS set up. It should be noted in this
figure that the (080) primary intensity now is weak since
the incident beam polarization was changed to 0° (see Fig.
2) with the availability of the new geometry developed at
the XRD station of the LNLS. The scan appears indexed
and shows the strong 4-beam case (000)(080)(440)(4 40)
exactly at mirror position for E = 0 kV/cm. It should be
noted that, in this case with (080) primary, both secondary

reflections (440) and (4 40) stand for two BSD peaks.
Therefore, the particular angular position of this 4-beam
case becomes very important when the electric field is
applied since it can be used as a standard angular reference
in the Renninger scan. Another weaker BSD peak (447) is
also observed in this Figure close to φ = 3.2° besides two
other visible peaks: (000)(080)(06) three-beam Bragg case
and the (000)(080)(4 16)(4 76) four-beam case.

Figure 5 depicts the effect of the electric field in the
KDP Renninger scan. For each E value, the primary reflec-
tion, now the (880) following the extinction rules for phase
transition tetragonal to orthorrombic symmetry, was re-
aligned in order to provide a good Renninger scan. The
(440) secondary reflection is still a BSD case. The meas-
ured interval includes the four above-mentioned peaks for
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Figure 2. Effect of the variation of the synchrotron linear polarization
with respect to the diffractometer incidence plane to the (080) KDP
intensity.

Figure 4. Region around φ = 0° symmetry mirror of the KDP (080)
Renninger scan obtained at XRD station.

Figure 3. KDP integrated intensity of (220) and (440) as a function of the
electric field (E[001]) showing the induced phase transition at E = 6 kV/cm
for T = 28 °C.



different E values. The two insets show details of the peaks
appearing around φ= 1.2° and 3.3°. The angular positions
of these peaks have changed as the electric field was applied
and the phase transition close to E = 6 kV/cm is clearly
visible. This E value is the same obtained from the results
shown in Fig. 3. It confirms that the modifications in the
XRD station geometry allows for multiple diffraction ex-
periments with the possibility of choosing almost any pri-
mary reflection providing an umweganregung Renninger
scan. Moreover, the set up has enough resolution to detect
electric field induced phase transition in KDP samples.

Finally, it should be pointed out that we were also able
to confirm the irreversibility of the KDP phase transition
after the paraelectric phase has changed to the metaestable
ferroelectric one. The position of the new phase four-beam
BSD peak around 0° remained unchanged even when the
electric field was turned off by 2 days after the transition
has occurred.

4. Conclusions
It has been shown in this work that the modifications in

the geometry of the XRD station of the LNLS by adding
the Huber three axis (ω, φ and 2θ) diffractometer makes
possible to obtain Renninger scans (and also mapping of
BSD peaks not shown in this work) with high resolution
besides the normal two-beam diffraction experiments. Dur-
ing the measurements, the linear polarization with respect
to the diffractometer incidence plane can be varied between
0 and 90° causing drastic changes in the intensity ratios of
the multiple diffracted beams. This allows one to work with
just umweganregung Renninger scans by choosing, in prin-
ciple, any desired primary reflection. Furthermore, we have

shown that the phase transition induced by electric field in
KDP samples was used to show the sensitivity and high
resolution of the synchrotron radiation X-ray multiple dif-
fraction.
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Figure 5. Effect of the electric field in the KDP (080) Renninger scan.
Insets show details of the peak shift.


